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Overview

• Methodology and motivation

• What is being recorded? 

• Academic freedom or mandatory 
recording?

• Platformisation of education = 
digital dispossession?

• Do performers’ rights still 
perform a function?



The perfect 
metaphor



Methodology

• Text analysis of IP policies (n=∞) of the 
largest universities in UK, Ireland, Italy, 
France (n=20)

• Informal conversations with librarians 
(gatekeepers), trade unions, heads of 
IP, heads of learning, colleagues 
(including Universities UK’s Copyright 
Negotiating and Advisory Committee)

• Infosoc Directive and C-DSM Directive 
as a framework



Key IP areas in 
HEI policies

Research

• HEIs patents on inventions and own trade secrets, 
employees own copyright on publications

• Push towards open access – who pays for it?

Teaching

• Lecture capture – performers’ rights, moral rights, 
re-use outwith VLE and beyond employment

• Learning materials – re-use outwith VLE and 
beyond employment

• Student-generated content – case law on PhD 
students and plagiarism

• Permitted uses, incl. collective licensing and 
exceptions



What? Capturing the capturable



The lecture capture default spectrum

Pure 
opt-in

Nominal 
opt-in

Pure 
opt-out

Justified 
opt-out

Nominal 
opt-out



Ownership

• “The University owns the intellectual property in the content of lectures” 
(Manchester)

• “all rights in that recording (including rights in the sounds made) will belong to 
the University.”  (Leeds)

• “University owns the intellectual property in the content of lectures… and is also 
the owner of the intellectual property in any recordings” (Birmingham)

• ”Copyright in Academic Work produced by an academic employee or visiting 
academic, except copyright in course material, work related to administration of 
the OU and its courses, or if necessary for a patent application, belongs to the 
employee” (Open)

• “all IP created by UCL staff in the course of their duties will belong to UCL. This 
includes performers’ rights” (UCL)
• Incl. “sound recordings, films and broadcasts created for the purpose of teaching”



Best practice

“Lecturers retain performance rights
and a lecturer therefore has the right to 
prevent the recording from taking place 
in the first place, or to remove recorded 
content that has previously been made 

available” (Birmingham)



Multi-layered protection

(i) The lecture as a performance;

(ii) The MP3 file, which will be protected as a sound recording;

(iii) The video, if any, which qualifies as a film;

(iv) The speech as a ‘spoken’ literary work;

(v) The content of the slides, that will typically be a mix of literary works (text), artistic works (images), and
possibly musical works and films (e.g., YouTube clips), some of which created by the teacher, some sourced
from third parties, some reproduced, and some communicated via hyperlinks;

(vi) The preparatory materials (e.g., lecture notes), normally a mix of self-produced and third-party literary
works;

(vii)Automatically generated captions, which may qualify as a computer-generated work.

• Layers (ii)-(vii) fall within the scope of copyright, which means that the ‘employee exception’ is likely to
apply (agreement to the contrary e.g. UCL about teaching materials).



Do performers’ rights perform any function?

• Performances include «reading or recitation of a literary work» (CDPA, s 180)

• The ‘employee exception’ does not apply to the performers’ rights → , lectures own their lectures-
performances
• Right to authorise the recording of the performance (s 182 ff)

• Non-property right, not transmissible except on death: teachers can consent to the 
recording, but ‘informed’ – consent by policy?

• Rights to reproduction, distribution, rental, lending and making available the recording of the 
performance to the public (s 191A)
• Property right: transmissible by transfer (but in writing and signed)

• “To the extent that a UCL staff member benefits from performers' rights in any performance in 
connection with their duties, such rights are (…) assigned to UCL, in respect of proprietary 
rights” (UCL, Intellectual Property Policy, para 2.2.6) enforceable?

• Licensable (not writing/consent requirement)
• Best practice (?): non-exclusive license to use the teachers’ rights in performances for the 

administrative, promotional, educational, teaching and research purposes of the University 
(Manchester)



Conclusions

• Universities are discovering the value of (their employees’) copyright

• COVID accelerated ongoing processes e.g. de facto mandatory recording of 
lectures and dispossession of teachers’ works

• IP policies are a weak legal basis to license and transfer rights as they are 
hard to find and understand and often inconsistent and in violation of 
statutory provisions

• Performers’ rights good weapon, though power imbalance – important role 
of trade unions + law reform to have more stringent requirements on 
consent and licensability

• Other countries don’t have the employee exception, some have specific 
rules for teachers: no employee exception for teachers?
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